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The differential excitation cross section of the 4 + even-even nucleus collective level in fast 
nucleon small-angle scattering is derived. The cross section is strongly dependent on the 
absolute value and sign of the nuclear shape parameter a 4• 

IN the scattering of nucleons on nonspherical nu
clei, excitation of the collective states of the nu
cleus takes place as a consequence of the process 
of direct interaction of the incident particle with 
the nuclear surface. We shall show that the angu
lar distribution of particles scattered elastically 
in these processes is always strongly dependent on 
the nuclear shape parameter az entering into the 
equation of the surface of the nucleus r (J.i.) = R 
x [ 1 + ~ azPz ( 11-) ]. For this purpose we shall com
pute the excitation cross section of the rotational 
4 + level of an even -even nucleus in the scattering 
of fast charged particles by making use of the 
method of diffraction theory .1•2 

The excitation of the first rotational level 2+ 
has been considered previously. 3 As before, we 
assume that the energy of the particles exceeds 
the Coulomb barrier ( kR » T/ = Z Z' e2 /tiv ) , that 
the adiabatic condition is satisfied ( kME/E « 1), 
and that the nucleus is black. The differential 
scattering cross section with excitation of the ro
tational level of an even-even nucleus with moment 
A. is given by the equation 

oh(!l)=~\(Y~p.(w)f(.Q, w)Y00)j2 , (1) 
!J. 

which is easily generalized to the case of an odd 
nucleus.3 

According to the diffraction-theory method, the 
amplitude is determined by the expression ( z0 

- oo) 
21t 00 

f(.Q, w) =- ~: ~ drp ~ pdpe-ikp'Yk(p. Zo)e-ikz,, (2) 
0 p(<p) 

where the angles Q = ( e, cp') determine the scat
tering direction while the angles w determine the 
direction of the symmetry axis of the nucleus; the 
function p ( cp ) describes the shape of the nuclear 
shadow in the transverse plane; k' =the wave vec
tor of the scattered particle. The wave function 
'~<k describes the scattering of charged particles 
on a black nucleus, and has the form 1 
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'Y k (p, z) = exp {i [ kz- (1ivt1 ~ U (p, z) dz ]} • (3) 
-z, 

in cylindrical coordinates with the polar z axis 
along the wave vector of the incident particles k. 
The quantity U (p, z) represents the energy of 
the electrical interaction of the particle with the 
nucleus. 

If we assume the nucleus to be uniformly 
charged, we then obtain in second approximation 
in the small parameter of nonsphericity az: 

U (p, z) 1 [I 3 "\1 oo ] 
ZZ'e2 =,- + fCXt•(CI'ol'o) 2 

121tR1 y• ( y -t-1 
.X (2/ +i)2 tm w) tm (r) r 

and similarly for the nuclear shadow function: 

p (<p) ~ 41tCX1 o 

R=l +~ 21 + 1 Ytm(w)Ytm(O, rp) 
lm 

(4 )'/z cLo cLm+m' 
1 "\1 1t cxlcxl' lol'o lml'm' • + 2 LJ Y Lm+m' (w) 

Lll'mm' V(2L + 1)(21 + 1)(21' + 1) 

. a 
X [ aap. y lm ((J-, rp) L=J ~ Yt'm' ((J-, rp) Jp.=O ' 

where c~;.g;; are the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients. 

(4) 

(5) 

By substituting (3) - (5) in (2), we can compute 
the amplitude < Yt/1- ( w) f ( n, w) Y 00 > correspond
ing to excitation of the rotational state of the nu
cleus Y A/1- ( w) in the form of an expansion in pow
ers of az ( azkRe « 1 ). For simplicity, we shall 
assume that the nuclear shape parameter a 4 « a 2• 

Then the amplitude of the excitation of the state 4 + 

of the even -even nucleus in the scattering of 
charged particles has the form ( ~ = a 4 I a~, 
a=kR8, A.=4): 
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i-l'e-ip.cp' (2/, + 1)'1':x22k (kR)-2(HiTJ) (Y~-1' (w) f (Q, w) Y 0o) 

= 2'Yl (A~3>- A~') J~' (a)+ 'Yl (;B~> + A~') Re (f4" -ID4p.) 

+ 'IJ2A~4> Im (f41L -1D4p.) + i l(W~1> + A~1> + A~2>) J~' (a) 

+ A~'aJ~ (a)+ 'IJ (~B~2> + A~1) Im (f4p. -1D4p.) 

(6) 

' 
I 

I 
0 0.375 0 I -0.514 I 
2 -0.395 0 I 0.407 
4 0.523 0.159 I 0 I 

The complex functions FA.J.L (a, 11), if>A.J.L (a, 11) 
entering into (6) depend on a and 1]. These func
tions can be computed from the following formulas: 

IDA (a 'Yl) = a).-2(Hi1ll21-'-+2iTJ r (i'tJ + (t-t- f...)/2 + 1) 
~'" · r (- i't) + (t-t + A)/2} ' 

~ amJp.+m (a) r (i'tJ + (!-'- f...)/2+1} 
FAIL (a, 'I)) = .LJ 2m+! f(i't) + (!-'- A}/2 + m+2). (7) 

m=O 

For 11 = 0, we get the amplitude of inelastic 
scattering of neutrons (A. = 4) from Eq. (6): 

i-P.-le-h'"''(21. + l)'f,:x;;-2k (kR)-2 (Y;_P. (u)) f (Q, w) Y00) 

= [A~1l+ Ai'+ W,~1 'J J:J. (a)....:... A~2laJ;J. (a). (8) 

In a fashion similar to ~hat was done ear lier3 

for the amplitude of excitation of the z+ state, one 
can divide the amplitude of inelastic scattering (6), 
corresponding to excitation of the 4+ state, into 
two components: the amplitude of ~lectrical AXcih:.-

FIG. 1. The functions a 4(0), a~;;4 (0), aint4(0), 
a n 4 ( 0), in units of a~(kR)' /9k2, describing the 
angular distribution of protons with energy 
20 Mev (curve 1) and 30 Mev (curve 2), scattered 
on the Gd!!0 nucleus with excitation of its rota
tional level 4+. The calculation was made at 
a. = 0 and R = 1.3 x lo-u Al/3 em. 

FIG. 2. The function aJ..8) in units of 
a~(kR)4/9k2 , describing the angular distribution 
of protons with energies of 20 Mev (a) and 30 
Mev (b), inelastically scattered by the Gd!!o nu
cleus. The calculation was made for ~ = a4 / a: 
=±1. 

Oi~ I >1 
· : ~rd4rfJ1 

oo: I 

Here AU>, BU> are numbers representing combi
nations of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the 
spherical harmonics, for example, 

4 
A~2)= fU rrqg20 ~ q~2m.Y2m (0,0) Y2m' (0,0). 

mm' 

These equations are given in the table; they differ 
from 0 only for even J.L and do not depend on the 
sign of J.L· 

A(3) 
I' 

I 0.0964 I 0.0257 
-0.102 I -0.0407 

! 0.134 0 108 

0.0206 0 
0 0 
0.0861 0.246 

tion E4 and the part of the amplitude connected 
with nuclear interaction. It is not difficult to show 
that the terms in (6) containing the function if>A.J.L 
give the amplitude of the Coulomb excitation E4. 
The remaining terms correspond to the nuclear 
part of the scattering amplitude n4. Thus the ex
citation cross section of the level 4 + can be rep
resented in the form of a sum of the Coulomb ex
citation cross section and aE4, the nuclear part 
of the cross section un4 and the interference 
term O"int 4: 

(9) 

The angular distributions of protons and neu
trons with energies of 20 and 30 Mev scattered with 
excitation of the state 4 + of the nucleus Gd~~o are 
shown in Figs. 1-3. As is seen in Fig. 1, the role 
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FIG. 3. Graph of the 
same quantity as in Fig. 2, 
for the case of inelastic 
scatterings of neutrons 
(a-20 Mev, b-30 Mev). 
The calculation was made 
for ~ = 0, ±1. 

of Coulomb excitation E4 is small in small angle 
scattering e « 1, inasmuch as in this region of 
angles, UE4 ( 8) is proportional to 84• It should 
be noted that in the excitation of the level 2+, the 
role of Coulomb excitation is quite significant. 3 

The form of the angular distribution a4 ( e) for 
neutrons and protons is strongly dependent on the 
absolute value and the sign of the nuclear shape 
parameter (Figs. 2 - 3); for ~ = a 4 /a~ Rl - 1, 
there is a large maximum in the angular distribu
tion, corresponding to forward scattering; for ~ 
Rl 1, this maximum has essentially vanished. 

The author sincerely thanks A. V. Baby kin, 
T.V. Novikov, and V. Z. Mel'gunov for the nu
merical calculations. 
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